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Exploiting quasiperiodic order in the design of optical devices
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In this work we present a prospective study on the potential capabilities of optical devices based on
Fibonacci dielectric multilayers. We perform a detailed analytical comparison of the linear optical response of
periodic versus quasiperiodic multilayers. Based on this study we will suggest the use ofhybrid-order devices,
composed of both periodic and quasiperiodic subunits to design microcavities of practical interest, and we
provide some illustrative examples. From our study we conclude that the inclusion of quasiperiodically ordered
subunits substantially widens the possibilities of engineering modular optical structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The notion ofquasiperiodic orderis progressively per-
vading different arenas of the physics community, not o
by spurring the interest in further clarifying its conceptu
relationships with more usual arrangements of matter~like
periodic and random ones!, but also by offering some prom
ising possibilities for technological applications. In this wo
we will consider man-made quasiperiodic~QP! structures,
leaving aside the broad fields of both quasicrystals1 and
biopolymers,2,3 where quasiperiodicity spontaneously aris
from the physical interactions among their basic buildi
blocks. In turn, we will focus on QP multilayers that, sin
the first fabrication of Fibonacci semiconductor heterostr
tures by Merlin and co-workers,4 have received much atten
tion both theoretically and experimentally.5

Broadly speaking, new capabilities from devices based
a QP stacking of different layers can be expected from
presence oftwo different kinds of order in the same samp
at different length scales. In fact, at the atomic level we hav
the usual periodic order determined by the crystalline
rangement of atoms in each layer; but, at longer scales
QP order determined by the sequential deposition of the
ferent layers plays the major role. This long-range aperio
order is artificially imposed during the system growth pr
cess and can be precisely controlled. Then, since diffe
physical phenomena have their own relevant physical sca
we can exploit the physical properties related to the aperio
order we have introduced in the system by properly match
the characteristic length scales of elementary excitati
propagating through it. Such a possibility opens promis
avenues in the physics of condensed matter and mate
science engineering.6–8

Theoretically, the study of QP structures was origina
motivated by the prediction that these systems should exh
peculiar electron and phonon critical states,9,10 associated
with highly fragmented, fractal energy spectra.11–14From an
experimental point of view, however, severe limitations a
pear due to electron-phonon, electron-electron or spin-o
interaction effects. Then, the study ofclassicalwaves propa-
gating through a QP substrate offers a number of advant
over the study ofquantumelementary excitations. Accord
0163-1829/2001/63~20!/205421~8!/$20.00 63 2054
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ingly, a number of experimental studies dealing with t
propagation of elastic waves,15,16 third sound,17 and ultra-
sonic waves18 in Fibonacci systems have been reported, c
firming that characteristic self-similar features in the tran
mission spectra are observable when the long-ra
aperiodic modulation is established at different scale leng
Similarly, the introduction of the Fibonacci dielectri
multilayer ~FDM! by Kohmoto and collaborators19 spurred
the interest for both possible optical applications20,21and the-
oretical aspects of light transmission in aperiodic media.22–26

This interest has motivated several theoretical works aim
to understand the interplay between the optical proper
and the underlying aperiodic order of the system through
study of exciton optical absorption27 and fluorescence deca
in aperiodic lattices.28 At the same time, new insights int
the optical capabilities of aperiodically ordered systems h
been recently demonstrated by a number of experime
achievements, involving second-29 and third-harmonic
generation,30 as well as the possible localization of ligh
waves in FDM’s.31,32

Underlying all these theoretical and experimental effort
crucial fundamental question remains concerning whet
quasiperiodically ordered devices would achieve better p
formance than usual periodic ones for some specific appl
tions. Thus, in the case of second-order nonlinear opt
effects it has been properly illustrated that the seco
harmonic spectrum of a FDM is different from that of
periodic one due to its different space-group symmetry.
fact, a QP multilayer can provide more reciprocal vectors
the quasi-phase-matching optical process, and this ultima
results in a more plentiful spectrum structure than that o
periodic multilayer.29 The importance of the role played b
the quasiperiodicity of the substrate is further highlight
when considering third-harmonic generation, where it h
been shown that the conversion efficiency in a QP multila
is increased by a factor of 8 in comparison with the two-s
process required for a third-harmonic generator construc
by two periodic superlattices.30 Quite interestingly, the pos
sibility of designing Fibonacci-based structures able to
multaneously phase match any two nonlinear interactions
introducing a QP modulation of the nonlinear coefficient
ferroelectric devices has been recently discussed.33
©2001 The American Physical Society21-1
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ENRIQUE MACIÁ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205421
Motivated by these recent results in this work we w
present a prospective study on the potential capabilities
optical devices based on QP arrangements in their struc
design. To this end, we shall consider thelinear response of
FDM’s and perform a detailed analytical comparison of t
optical response of periodic versus QP optical multilayers
this way, we will gain a deeper understanding on the r
behavior of light propagating through layered QP media
der general incidence conditions. The obtained analytical
pressions allow us to study the relationship between the r
nant wavelengths and the QP structure of the substr
Based on this relationship we will suggest the use of sa
wiched arrays of FDM’s to design optical microcavities
practical interest, and we shall provide some illustrative
amples. From our study we conclude that the inclusion
quasiperiodically ordered structures substantially widens
possibilities of richer designs. This enrichment can be pr
erly exploited by consideringhybrid devices, composed of
both periodic and QP subunits.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
our unified analytical approach and briefly summarize r
evant previous results. In Sec. III we study the quasiperi
icity effects in the light transmission through a FDM, obtai
ing closed analytical expressions for the transmiss
coefficient under normal- and oblique-incidence geometr
In this section we also present a detailed comparison
tween the optical response for periodic and QP multilaye
highlighting the most significant differences between the
On the basis of these results, in Sec. IV we propose s
optical devices based on quasiperiodically stacked dielec
layers. Final comments and suggestions for further stu
are contained in Sec. V.

II. UNIFIED ANALYTICAL APPROACH

In order to properly compare the optical response of b
periodic and QP systems we will rely on the transfer-ma
technique. This approach is particularly well suited to o
purposes, since it describes the optical response of the g
system in terms of the light behavior in contiguous layers
fact, when studying the propagation of light in multilayer
systems one must consider the propagation across the i
face separating two neighboring layers along with the li
propagation within each layer. Then, the transmission
light through the entire multilayer can be properly describ
in terms of a product involving the matrices

KAA5S cosdA 2sindA

sindA cosdA
D
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KAB5S cosdB 2sindB

u21 sindB u21 cosdB
D ,

KBA5S cosdA 2sindA

u sindA u cosdA
D , KBB5S cosdB 2sindB

sindB cosdB
D ,

~1!

whered i[nidik/cosui , ni are the refractive indices,di are
the widths of the layers,k is the wave vector in vacuum,u i
are the incidence angles and we have definedu[rb, where
r[nA /nB measures the refractive-index contrast, andb
[cosuA /cosuB.0. Therefore, to obtain the global transf
matrix, we must evaluate a matrix product involving diffe
ent types of transfer matrices which, in addition, may
ordered either periodically or quasiperiodically. In this wa
the long-range order of the system properly determines
overall structure of the matrix product. Thus, the differe
kinds of long-range order characterizing the periodic and
arrangements of layers will ultimately emerge in the ma
ematical structure of the global transfer matrix.

A. Periodic dielectric multilayers

Let us consider a multilayer made ofn bilayers AB that
repeat periodically. In this case the global transfer matrix c
be straightforwardly expressed in terms of the auxiliary m
trices ~1! in the form M (N)5(KABKBA)n[Qn, where N
52n is the total number of layers. SinceQ is unimodular
~i.e., its determinant is unity! we can make use of the
Cayley-Hamilton theorem for unimodular matrices34 in order
to explicitly evaluate the matrixM (N) in terms of Cheby-
shev polynomials of the second kind as

Qn5Un21~z! Q2Un22~z! I , ~2!

where I denotes the identity matrix andUm(z)[sin@(m
11)w#/sinw, where

z[
1

2
Tr Q5FcosdA cosdB2

u1u21

2
sindAsindBG[cosw

~3!

are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. Therefo
making use of the relationshipsUm1122zUm1Um2150
and Tm5(Um2Um22)/2, the global transfer matrix can b
expressed in the closed form
M ~N!5S Tn1
Un21

2
~u212u!sindA sindB 2Un21~sindA cosdB1u cosdA sindB!

Un21~sindA cosdB1u21 cosdA sindB! Tn2
Un21

2
~u212u!sindA sindB

D , ~4!
1-2
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EXPLOITING QUASIPERIODIC ORDER IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205421
whereTn[cos(nw) are Chebyshev polynomials of the fir
kind. From this expression the dispersion relation for
periodic multilayer can be easily obtained from the condit
cos@qn(dA1dB)#5Tr M (N)/2, which leads to the well-known
expression35

cos@q~dA1dB!#5cosdA cosdB2S u211

2u D 2

sindA sindB .

~5!

B. Fibonacci dielectric multilayers

Let us consider a FDM consisting of two kinds of laye
labeledA and B, which are arranged according to the F
bonacci sequence, obeying the concatenation ruleSj 11
5Sj 21Sj for j >1, with S05B andS15A.19 The number of
layers is given byN5F j , whereF j is a Fibonacci numbe
obtained from the recursive lawF j 115F j1F j 21, with F1
51 andF051. In order to evaluate the global transfer m
trix, involving three different types of transfer matrices qu
siperiodically arranged, we shall take advantage of the tra
fer matrix renormalization technique recently introduced
Ref. 8.8 The key point of our approach consists ofrenormal-
izing the set of transfer matrices Ki 11,i according to the
blocking schemeQB[KAA andQA[KABKBA . Note that the
renormalized transfer-matrix sequence is also arranged
cording to the Fibonacci sequence and, consequently,
topological order present in the original FDM is preserved
the renormalization process. Now, we realize that theQi ma-
trices commute under certain circumstances. In fact, a
some algebra we get

@QA ,QB#5J~dA ,dB! S 2cosdA sindA

sindA cosdA
D , ~6!

where

J~dA ,dB![
u221

u
sindAsindB . ~7!

The commutator~6! vanishes in three different cases (u
.0): ~i! the choiceu51, which reduces to the trivial peri
odic casenA5nB , and the choices~ii ! dA5np and ~iii ! dB
5np, with n51,2, . . . . Therefore, in order to satisfy th
commutation condition~6!, it is not necessary to impose re
strictive conditions onto both kinds of layerssimultaneously.
For those wavelengths verifying the condition@QA ,QB#50,
we can express the global transfer matrix of the system
M (N)[QA

pQB
q , wherep5F j 22 andq5F j 23. Note that for

a FDM of length N, p indicates the number ofB layers
present in the system. Since the matricesQA and QB are
unimodular forany choice of the system parameters and
any value of the light wavelength, we can make use of
Cayley-Hamilton theorem for unimodular matrices34 in order
to explicitly evaluate the matrixM (N) in terms of Cheby-
shev polynomials of the second kind.8 In this way, the use of
Chebyshev polynomials allows for aunified mathematica
descriptionof both periodic and QP multilayers. From th
knowledge ofM (N) the optical response of the multilaye
20542
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can be described in terms of the transmission coefficie
which can be obtained from the standard expressionT
54/@ uuM (N)uu12#, whereuuM (N)uu denotes the sum of the
squares of the four elements of the global transfer matrix

III. QUASIPERIODICITY EFFECTS
IN THE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

From the different situations we can consider by prope
combining the commutation conditions given by Eq.~6!,
only that corresponding to the casedA5np efficiently ex-
ploits the quasiperiodicity of the FDM. In fact, in the ca
dA[dB5np, the half-wavelength condition is satisfied
every layer, so thatQA5I andQB5(21)nI , and the trans-
parency conditionT51 is trivially obtained.19,20,22–24,31,32

Analogously, in the casedB5np, we getT51 for anyb as
well. In this case the two-component FDM will behave lik
an equivalent homogeneousperiodic medium, characterized
by an effective thicknessd8[(p1q)dA and a refraction in-
dex nA . Consequently, the FDM will exhibit an effectiv
optical phase shrinkagefor those wavelengths satisfying th
resonance condition.8,36 Physically these results can be inte
preted as follows. When theB layers satisfy the effective
half-wavelength condition, the transmission properties of
FDM will depend entirely on the interaction of light with th
layers of materialA. Now, since the optical behavior of th
double layersAA is completely equivalent to that of singleA
layers and, according to the construction rule of the
bonacci sequence,B layers always appear flanked byA lay-
ers, those wavelengths satisfying the resonance cond
nl52nBdB /cosuB , will effectively seea periodic distribu-
tion of A layers separated by fully transparent slabs of c
stant widthdB . This physical scenario changes substantia
if we impose the conditiondA5np. In this case, the layers
of materialA become fully transparent to the incoming lig
and, consequently, the transmission properties of the F
will depend on the interaction of light with the layers o
materialB. The key point now is to realize that these laye
are spaced bytwo different distances,dA and dAA52dA ,
arranged according to the Fibonacci sequence. Hence, t
wavelengths satisfying the resonance conditionnl
52nAdA /cosuA , will effectively seea quasiperiodicdistri-
bution of B layers, instead of a periodic one.

In this case, the global transfer matrix for the FDM can
expressed in the closed form

M ~N!5~21!nFj 21 S Tp 2u sindBUp21

u21 sindBUp21 Tp
D ,

~8!

where Tp[cos(pdB) and Up21[sin(pdB)/sindB are Cheby-
shev polynomials of the first and second kinds, respectiv
Then, the explicit evaluation of the transmission coefficie
for the FDM under general incidence conditions leads to~we
shall assume henceforth that the incoming light enters
FDM through anA layer!

TQP5
1

11a~r,x!sin2@p bn~r,x,h!#
, ~9!
1-3
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ENRIQUE MACIÁ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205421
where we have made use of Snell’s lawr sinu5sinuB to
introduce the auxiliary variablex[sin2 u, describing the
light incidence geometry, and we have also introduced
auxiliary functions

a~r,x![Fr221

2r G2

~12x!21~12r2x!21, ~10!

bn~r,x,h![npyA 12x

12r2x
, ~11!

where y[h/r5nBdB /nAdA measures the phase ratio b
tween both dielectric layers, andh[dB /dA measures the
filling factor.

On the other hand, the transmission coefficient for
periodic multilayer can be obtained from Eq.~4! as

TP5
1

11Fu221

2u G2

Un21
2 ~z!sin2 dB

. ~12!

This expression holds for any arbitrary wavelength impin
ing onto the system at any arbitrary incidence angle. As
cussed above, in order to compare the relative performa
of QP and periodic dielectric multilayers, it is convenient
focus on the casedA5np, determining the working wave
lengthnl52nAdA /cosu. In so doing, we finally get

TP5
1

11a~r,x!sin2@n bn~r,x,h!#
. ~13!

At first sight the overall appearance of Eqs.~9! and ~13!
looks rather similar. However, we will see that they enclo
quite different physical behaviors in many instances.

A. Normal-incidence conditions

Under normal-incidence geometry (x50) Eqs. ~9! and
~13! simplify to

TQP5
1

11Fr221

2r G2

sin2@nppy#

~14!

and

TP5
1

11Fr221

2r G2

sin2@nnpy#

. ~15!

We see that the only difference between Eqs.~14! and
~15! is the replacement of the number of bilayers,n, by the
number ofB layers,p, in the FDM. Thus, whenp5n the
transmission of light through both kinds of structures is e
actly the same. This indicates that for any arbitrary FDM
can find a periodic one exhibiting the same optical respon
However, since the set of integer numbers is larger than
set of Fibonacci ones, the converse case does not hold
what follows we shall study the optical performance of m
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tilayers having the sametotal number of layers,N, but dif-
ferent kinds of topological order in the sequence in wh
these layers appear. LetNP52n be the number of layers
present in the periodic multilayer andNQP52p1q be the
number of layers present in the FDM. By equatingNP
[NQP we getn5p1q/2. This relationship determines th
length of the multilayers we are interested in. By inducti
we readily find that the general solution can be expresse
n5F3l1F3l 21/2, with l 51,2, . . . , which implies p5F3l .
For the sake of clarity, we shall consider the simpler solut
( l 51) in more detail, since it can be properly considered
a representative instance of the general behavior.

In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the transmiss
coefficient on the phase ratioy for a periodic multilayer with
n54 ~dashed line! and a FDM withp53 ~solid line!, both
of them containingN58 layers, under normal-incidenc
conditions. For the sake of illustration we have takennA
51.45 andnB52.30 as suitable representative values~see
Table I!. From this figure we observe that the curvesT(y)
are symmetrical with respect to the axisy51 (h5r), and
exhibit a series of maxima (Tmax51) and minima„Tmin
5$11@(r221)/2r#2%2150.8140 . . . …. Physically the ori-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the transmission coefficient on the ph
ratio y for a periodic multilayer withn54 ~dashed line! and a
Fibonacci dielectric multilayer withp53 ~solid line! containing
N58 layers under normal-incidence geometry andn51. The ver-
tical lines indicate the phase ratios satisfying the conditiony51/2
andy53/2, respectively.

TABLE I. Experimental values for several parameters used
optical devices as reported in literature.

Material n d ~nm! l ~nm!

SiO2 1.46 108 400– 700
TiO2 2.35 67 400– 700
Na3AlF6 1.34 90 633
ZnSe 2.5– 2.8 90 633

d (mm) l (mm)

LiTaO3 2.0 3.6 0.8
LiNbO3 2.14 11225 1.3
KTiOPO4 1.74 1.321.4 0.5-1
1-4
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EXPLOITING QUASIPERIODIC ORDER IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205421
gin for such an oscillatory pattern can be understood as
lows. Under theA layer half-wavelength resonance cond
tion, which fixes the value for the incoming ligh
wavelength, the constructive or destructive nature of the
terferences, arising from the interaction of light with the d
tribution of B layers, will be strongly dependent on the pr
cise relationship betweenl and the structural parametersdA
anddB . Thus, wheny51 (nAdA5nBdB) both A andB lay-
ers simultaneously satisfy the resonance condition, and
long-range order of the layers’ sequence becomes irrelev
However, foryÞ1 the optical response of periodic and Q
multilayers progressively differs as the phase ratio is p
gressively increased~or decreased!, in the way displayed in
Fig. 1.

A particularly interesting situation emerges if we choo
the phase ratio value in such a way that the waveleng
satisfying the half-wavelength condition at theA layers of
the periodic multilayer verify the quarter-wavelength con
tion at theB layers of the FDM. In this case, the QP dist
bution ofB layers efficiently backscatters the incoming ligh
resulting in a significant reduction of the transmissio
coefficient value. Conversely, the periodic multilayer exh
its full transmission for the same wavelength. From Eqs.~14!
and ~15! we obtain that this condition is satisfied wheny
5k/2nup2nu, with k51,3,5 . . . . The cases correspondi
to k51 andk53 are indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 1
This behavior opens the possibility of constructing a mix
device composed of both periodically and quasiperiodica
arranged multilayers so that the refractive-index const
and the layers’ thicknesses determining the phase-r
value, can act ascontrol design parametersable to determine
the optical response of their different constitutive substr
tures from that corresponding to a selective filter (T51) to
that proper of a reflective coating (Tmin). It is worth high-
lighting, at this point, that such a mixed device can
viewed as ahybrid devicemade of two different kinds of
subunits, each one exhibiting adifferent kind of topological
ordering, which, respectively, give rise to a reversal in t
value of the corresponding transmission coefficients. T
key point here is that such acomplementary behaviorcan be
obtained by just changing the kind of topological order in t
stacking sequence of layers composing each subunit, so
both the chemical nature of the different layers and the wa
length of the incoming light remains unchanged. This
quite a remarkable result, since the pertinent codes to a
nate between periodic and quasiperiodic orderings in the
quence of the different layers can be easily implemented
current state-of-the-art deposition processes.

B. Oblique-incidence geometry

In the more general case we must consider the trans
sion coefficients as given by Eqs.~9! and ~13!. In Fig. 2 we
show the dependence of the transmission coefficient on
angle of incidenceu for the periodic multilayer~dashed line!
and the FDM~solid line! previously considered in Fig. 1 fo
the caseh5r. Both transmission curves exhibit a series
maxima, whose number increases with the length of the
tem. From Eq.~9! we see that the number of full transmi
20542
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sion peaks for the FDM depends on the number ofB layers,
p, and their positions are given by the expression (r,1)

xl ,QP5
g2p22 l 2

g2p22r2l 2
, 1< l< bgpc, ~16!

where g[ny, and b••• c indicates that we take the intege
part of the quantity inside the brackets. Similarly, the num
of full transmission peaks for the periodic multilayer d
pends on the number of bilayersn, and their positions are
obtained from Eq.~13! as

xl ,P5
g2n22 l 2

g2n22r2l 2
, 1< l< bgn c. ~17!

By inspecting Fig. 2 we can distinguish two different r
gimes. At low incidence angles the optical response of b
periodic and QP multilayers is quite similar, although t
transmission curve for the FDM systematically departs fr
that corresponding to the periodic multilayer, exhibitin
lower transmission values. The second regime starts at
critical angle valuex2.0.48 where a crossing point betwee
both transmission curves occurs. Afterwards, the transm
sion curve for the FDM suddenly grows as the inciden
angle is increased, reaching a broad peak atx.0.67 and it
rapidly decreases again to reach another crossing point
the periodic multilayer-transmission curve atx3.0.75. A
similar oscillatory pattern repeats itself as the inciden
angle is further increased, determining the subsequent cr
ing points.

In Fig. 3 we compare the dependence of the transmiss
coefficient on the incidence angleu for a periodic multilayer
~dashed line! and a FDM~solid line! for the casey53/2. The
remaining parameters coincide with those indicated in Fig
The overall qualitative behavior of the optical response
analogous to that observed in Fig. 2, albeit the respec
transmission curves take different initial values whenu50,

FIG. 2. Dependence of the transmission coefficient on the an
of incidenceu for a periodic multilayer withn54 ~dashed line! and
a Fibonacci dielectric multilayer withp53 ~solid line! containing
N58 layers andn51 for the casey51.
1-5
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ENRIQUE MACIÁ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205421
as should be expected whenyÞ1 ~see Fig. 1!. In addition,
the high-angle regime characterized by the presence of a
ries of crossing points, starts at the incidence anglex1
50.15, which is sensibly lower than the value observed
the first crossing point in Fig. 2. Physically, the differenc
between the optical responses shown in Figs. 2 and 3
attributable to the fact that, in the later case, the symm
imposed by the phase-ratio coincidencey51 has been re-
moved. Consequently, we have an additional design par
eter playing a role in the propagation of light through bo
kinds of multilayers.

The most relevant feature of the transmission cur
shown in both Figs. 2 and 3 is the existence of bro
incidence-angle intervals where the periodic and QP mu
layers, respectively, exhibitcomplementary optical re
sponses, in the sense that when one of them exhibits highT
values the other one exhibits lowT values~and vice versa!.
This complementary behavior indicates that, by prope
choosing the incidence-angle geometry, the same device
act either as a mirror or as a full transmission material fo
given working wavelength. In this way, the complementa
optical response previously reported in Sec. III A und
normal-incidence conditions also holds for the more gen
case of oblique-incidence geometry.

IV. OPTICAL DEVICES BASED
ON QUASIPERIODIC ARRANGEMENTS

According to the analytical results obtained in the pre
ous sections we shall consider two different kinds of devi
based on a QP arrangement of layers. The first class wil
referred to ashybrid-order devicesand, as it was indicated a
the end of subsection Sec. III A, will be composed of tw
different kinds ofsubunits, each one exhibiting adifferent
kind of topological ordering. This mixed structure is aimed
to obtain complementary optical responsesby properly
choosing the incidence-angle geometry. In this way, a gi
multilayer structure can act either as a mirror or as a

FIG. 3. Dependence of the transmission coefficient on the a
of incidenceu for a periodic multilayer withn54 ~dashed line! and
a Fibonacci dielectric multilayer withp53 ~solid line! containing
N58 layers andn51, for the casey53/2.
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transmission material for the same incoming waveleng
The second class will be entirely based on QP arrangem
of multilayers, where the role played by theA andB layers
is, respectively, permuted.

A. Hybrid order devices

In Fig. 4 we show a sketch illustrating a possible des
for an optical device based on the mixed architecture
described. It corresponds to a resonant cavity where a h
transmission periodic multilayer is encased by hig
reflectivity Bragg reflectors based on quasiperiodic FDM
Current devices require transmission-coefficient values
low T.0.2 for the mirrors. According to Figs. 2 and 3 th
wider difference in the magnitudeD[12Tmin is attained for
oblique-incidence geometries for the phase ratioyÞ1. On
the other hand, for a fixed angle of incidence, the value oD
can be significantly increased by increasing the refracti
index contrast of the materials composing the FDM subun
For the sake of illustration in Table I we list pertinent da
for materials commonly used in optoelectronic devices.
Fig. 5 we compare the dependence of the transmission c
ficient with the incidence angleu for FDM subunits based on
different materials. From these plots we realize that effici
mirrors, on reflectances over 80%, can be obtained by
ploying Na3AlF6 /ZnSe-based QP multilayers. In fact, pe
odic multilayers based on these materials have been rece
shown to act as promising candidates to attain multidir
tional reflectors.37

le

FIG. 4. Scheme of a hybrid-order optical resonating microcav
based on three subunits. The full transmission, periodically orde
unit, is encased by two quasiperiodically ordered ones, acting
optical mirrors.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the dependence of the transmission
efficient on the angle of incidenceu for two Fibonacci dielectric
multilayers of different compositions: Na3AlF6 /ZnSn ~solid line!
and TiO2 /SiO2 ~dashed line!, with p53, N58 layers, andn51,
for the casey51.
1-6
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B. Permuted-order quasiperiodic devices

An interesting property of FDM’s is that their characte
istic long-range QP order is preserved under transformat
involving the permutation operationA→B andB→A. This
invariance, which follows from the very definition of th
Fibonacci sequence, has interesting physical implicatio
which we will exploit as follows. In Fig. 6 we show a sketc
illustrating a possible design for an optical device based
two kinds of QP subunits. In the first kind~labeled I!, theA
~B! layers are composed of low~high! refractive-index ma-
terials. In the second kind~labeled II!, the values of the re-
fractive indices assigned to the layersA andB are reversed,
so that the total-internal-reflection angle condition
achieved whenx05r22.0.4. Consequently, the FDM be
haves as aperfect mirror for incidence angles verifyingx
.x0. The key point here is the possibility ofcombining both
kinds of designsin order to constructhighly efficientoptical
microcavities.

In Fig. 7 we show the dependence of the transmiss
coefficient on the incidence angleu for the optical device
just described, where the FDM subunits are composed
SiO2 (TiO2) whose indices of refraction~at 700 nm! arenA
51.45 andnB52.30, respectively. From this figure we se
that an idealresonant cavityto work at specific incidence
angles could be constructed by making a structure whe
FDM of the first kind I, exhibitingfull transmissionat the
incidence anglex.0.67.55°, is sandwiched between tw

FIG. 6. Scheme of a permuted-order optical resonating mic
cavity based on three quasiperiodic subunits, where a Fibon
dielectric multilayer of the first kind~with N58), showing high
transmission, is encased by two Fibonacci multilayers of the sec
kind ~with N55), acting as optical mirrors. Dark~white! layers
correspond to low~high! refractive-index materials, respectively.

FIG. 7. Dependence of the transmission coefficient on the i
dence angle for the permuted-order device sketched in Fig. 6,
nA51.46 (SiO2), nB52.35 (TiO2) ~type I FDM! and nA52.35
(TiO2), nB51.46 (SiO2) ~type II FDM! for n51 andy51.
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FDM’s of the second kind II, behaving as perfect mirrors
this angle~see Fig. 6!. In this way, the capabilities of the
device sketched in Fig. 4 should be properly enhanced.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we analyze the role of QP order in the pro
erties of light propagation through multilayered structur
and compare the optical response of QP versus periodic
tems in order to ascertain the capabilities associated with
inclusion of QP orderings of matter in the design of optic
devices. From a physical viewpoint the convenience of t
study stems from the possibility of exploiting the QP ord
of the system by properly matching the wavelength of
incoming light with some of the different characterist
lengths present in the aperiodic substrate. Thus, by prop
choosing the different design parameters, as determined
the refractive-index contrast,r, and the multilayer filling fac-
tor, h, we can select specific resonance conditions dire
associated with the QP order of the substrate. In addition,
can also play with the incidence-angle geometry of the
coming light in order to further exploit the capabilities pr
viously determined by the architecture of the multilayer.
this way, plentiful possibilities for new tailored materia
should appear. In the present work we propose just two
them, illustrating in turn, two broad classes of devices ba
on a proper stacking of different structuralsubunits. The in-
troduction of these subunits allows for the inclusion of
additional degree of orderin the system, bridging the ga
between the atomic-level characteristic of the microstructu
domain of each layer and the mesoscale level associated
the long-range order of the entire device as a whole. In tu
since each subunit can sustain a specific kind of order~i.e.,
periodic or quasiperiodic! we are able to introduce amodular
designin the multilayer structure by properly selecting di
ferent kinds of order for each subunit. Thus, when consid
ing hybrid-order deviceswe take two different kinds ofsub-
units, each one exhibiting adifferent kind of topological
ordering. This mixed structure exhibitscomplementary opti-
cal responses, which can be observed in just the same pie
of matter by a judicious choice of the incidence-angle geo
etry.

Alternatively, we can also think of devices entirely bas
on QP subunits. In this case, the structural richness of
self-similarity of the different layers is taken into accoun
for instance, through the QP-order preservation under
permutation of the refractive indices of the different involv
layers. In this way, the capabilities previously obtained
hybrid-order devices could be enhanced in some instance
is also worth noting that by properly selecting the refracti
indices of the materials from which the FDM is made,
would be possible to achieve broad multidirectional refle
tion devices based on QP structures. Such a property
been recently reported for periodic one-dimensional diel
tric lattices,37 so that the possible extension to aperiodica
layered structures is quite appealing in order to further
plore the new capabilities associated with this novel kind
ordering.38 I understand that pertinent experimental wo
along this research line may be undertaken in the n
future.39
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Finally, although we have restricted ourselves to the c
sideration of QP systems based on the Fibonacci sequen
is clear that the main tenets presented in this work should
readily extended to other kinds of aperiodic orders as well
this regard, some recent works illustrating the possibility
designing aperiodic optical devices aimed to obtain enhan
harmonic generation is quite appealing.40,41 It would also be
interesting to extend the approach presented in this wor
order to consideralmost periodicstructures instead of qua
siperiodic ones. In fact, since it is known that almost perio
structures have much in common with random ones,42,43 the
possibility of observing Anderson-like localization phenom
20542
-
, it

be
n
f
ed

in

c

-

ena in almost periodically ordered, layered structures wo
deserve a closer scrutiny. This will provide another insta
of nonperiodic structures with interesting properties.
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